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EXCALIBUR SETS NEW STANDARD FOR COMPACT
RECURVE CROSSBOWS WITH MICRO 315
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada - Excalibur revolutionized the recurve crossbow with

the launch of the compact Micro 335, and now we’ve taken compact to a new level
with the ultra-compact Micro 315. At 25 inches wide and 32 inches in length, the Micro
315 is better balanced and maneuverable than the Micro 335 while still packing plenty
of power.
“The Micro 315 is the continuing evolution of our Micro series crossbows,” said Ryan
Hawkins, product marketing manager for Excalibur. “We want to have an option
in our product line for hunters who want ease of use and maneuverability without
compromising speed and performance, and the Micro 315 gives you both.”

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Stroke: 	

10”

Width Uncocked:		

25 Inches

Draw weight: 	

260 lbs.

Weight: 	

5.2 lbs.

Overall Length: 	

32.5”

MSRP: 	

$849

Everything customers loved about the Micro 335 is right here, with a more compact
design and less cocking effort. The Micro 315 boasts an efficiency rating of 79.5
percent, a super-quiet shot and deadly accuracy. The crossbow weighs 5.2 lbs. and
has a 10-inch power stroke.
The Micro 315 features the stylish and comfortable Feather-Lite Skeletonized stock
with rubber grip inserts for unmatched control, and it comes with an oversized trigger
guard for cold-weather hunting.
Additional Excalibur technologies featured on the Micro 315 include the Gen II CRT
limb system, compact limbs 60 percent stronger than the most durable limbs on the
market today; the Quad-Loc riser, which contains each limb on all four sides for added
consistency and accuracy; the Guardian™ Anti-Dry-Fire System, which catches the
string if the trigger is pulled without an arrow in place.
Because of its incredibly compact size, the Micro 315 is built for those environments
where space is at a premium, like hunting in treestands, ground blinds or tight cover.
And like all Excalibur crossbows, the Micro 315 is built to withstand the toughest
hunting conditions for decades of flawless service.
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Compact design
Balanced and maneuverable
Gen II CRT limb system
Quad-Loc riser
Guardian™ Anti-Dry Fire System
Feather-Lite Skeletonized stock
Rubber grip inserts
Oversized Finger guards
Realtree Xtra® finish
MSRP: $849

Package Includes:
• Dead-Zone Scope with 1” rings
• Four-arrow quiver with bracket
• Four Quill arrows with 150 grain field 		
points
• Guardian™ Anti-Dry-Fire system
• Rope-cocking aid

The new Micro 315 is your chance to have the most maneuverable recurve crossbow
on the market today with the world-famous reliability and accuracy that only Excalibur
crossbows can deliver.
Available with a Realtree Xtra® finish, the Micro 315 comes equipped with a host of
accessories including a Dead Zone scope, four-arrow quiver, four Quill arrows and a
rope-cocking aid. Suggested retail price on the Micro 315 is $849.
For more information, visit www.excaliburcrossbow.com.
Excalibur Crossbow manufactures and distributes efficient, reliable, and accurate
hunting recurve crossbows and other archery accessories. Founded in 1983,
Excalibur Crossbow offices and manufacturing facilities are located in Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada. Excalibur is a member of the Bowtech family of brands along with
Bowtech, Diamond, Octane, and Stryker.
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Excalibur Crossbow is a 				

brand.

